Roger™ – your preschooler’s new best friend

Hearing more means learning more

Did you know that your child needs to hear 45 million words to be ready for school?¹

A remote microphone system can expose your preschooler to up to 11 more words per minute… that’s approximately 5,300 extra words per day!²

*Compared to using hearing aids alone. Based on average hearing aid use time of an 8 hour day.

Conversations don't always happen up-close

Once mobile, access to speech coming from a distance is more challenging. When using the Roger system, parents speak more to their children from a distance.²

Is your child participating fully in life?

Based on parent responses to the FM Listening Evaluation Questionnaire, while using the Roger system...

80% of families report greater responsiveness

35% report less frustration in their children²
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